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Robertswood Nursery News  

13.05.22  
          

Dear Parents and Carers  
 
This week our book of the week was ‘Port Side Pirates’. The children really enjoyed joining in with 
the repeated refrains and the actions. We had lots of fun learning a new pirate song and thinking 
of words that rhyme with numbers one to ten ‘When I was one I sucked my thumb the day I went 
to sea……….. Lovely singing nursery! 
 
We have been very busy doing lots of different pirate activities. The children made an amazing 
ship using the big blocks for the pirates to sail around the world. We made treasure maps, pirate 
hats and pirate colouring.  
 
The children braved the rain on Wednesday for our treasure hunt. They put on their Pirate hats 
that they had made the day before and off we went outside to look for the treasure hidden around 
the garden. The children found treasure with numbers and phonic sounds and before they put 
them into the treasure box they told me the number or the sound that was on their coin. They 
were really good at recognising the numbers and the sounds. We all had so much fun even though 
our Pirate hats got really wet. Fantastic work nursery!     
 
During our small group times we have been doing lots of singing, counting, sharing and looking at 
books. We have all had so much fun! 
 
We have continued to practise our sounds and the actions during our phonics lessons and they 
are getting really good at saying the sounds and thinking of words that begin with the same sound. 
Great work nursery, I think you are all amazing! 

                     s a t p i n m d g o c k and ck e u r 
 

Next week   

Our book of the week will be ‘Mr Gumpy’s Outing’    

Our sound of the week will be ‘h’ 
 
We will be planting seeds to grow cress 
 
Please could you remember your passwords just in case you need someone else to pick up your child 
from nursery. 
 
Please could you collect any junk modelling as we are going to be making boats  
 
 
 

Mrs Everett and the Nursery Team.    


